
KRISPY KREME APPENDIX

Appendix 1 krispy kreme overview general history krispy kreme has been around for over 64 years it was established by
vernon rudolph in in the 's.

They manufacture their own doughnut and coffee machinery. Mobile kiosks would need to be manufactured,
maintained and operated efficiently. The question is what they do wrong for the business that is nearly more
than 70 years, what makes them fall so quickly especially in year and , there are at least 2, franchised
businesses in Unites States, many that are successful, but there are difficulties in the franchise model, and
Krispy Kreme with the combination of ambitions, greed, and inexperience in managed to stumble into most of
them. An investment in logistics would be required to stock the kiosks. Co over Krispy kreme and vice versa;
customers preferred products between J. Failure of franchisees to successfully operate could materially affect
reputation and profits, as the public view actions taken by franchisees as those undertaken by KK. Krispy
Kreme has already tested this strategy with Tesco and Moto15 where they have unmanned kiosks cabinets and
customers collect their own doughnuts and pay at the retailers till. Preferred Establishments of Customers Out
of 16 respondents interviewed, nine out of 16 preferred J. This often happens to J. Thus, it enables the
researchers to further study the participants and investigate the factors that affect the sub-problems being
presented in the study which encompass spontaneous, emotional and perhaps unconscious circumstances
within the respondent. It is more flexible in that it can adjust to the setting. Krispy Kreme would focus
exclusively on Doughnuts within the UK and exit the drinks market. What is preferred by customers? While
product differentiation is limited, there is fierce differentiation by product range, brand and store ambience e.
Qualitative research is gone for picking up a profound comprehension of a particular association or occasion,
preferably than surface depiction of an expansive example of a population. This can trigger to some customers
to settle to another company which also suits to their appetite. To further improve profitability we recommend
Krispy Kreme target businesses as well where the average order is larger. Co and Krispy Kreme Doughnuts
and its impact to food and business industry. Other political factors are government actions to reduce obesity;
however it is very unlikely that government will legislate against high fat and unhealthy foods2. The study
specifically focuses on the strengths and weaknesses of both establishments, the customers' consideration in
choosing the best doughnut company, the customers preference, and the reason why customers prefer by J.
Finding 2. Appendices 1. However, customers who are devoted and loyal to the establishment can surely wait
and endure the waiting. Out from these findings, the conclusion drawn out is that customers prefer the J.
Stakeholder mapping is important as management needs to realise that to succeed, an organisation must be
able to identify and satisfy key stakeholders Moore,  By means of a thorough composed interview guide,
which is approved by the client, the interviewer ensures that the conversation encompasses the topics that are
crucial to ask for the sake of the purpose and the issue of the survey. Most people buy from speciality eateries
when travelling, shopping or meeting people. An additional short-term marketing campaign is recommended
to increase awareness among business consumers; the campaign is also needed to manage any negative risk
from large store closures. Further analysis provided by the following figure shows attractiveness and
profitability characteristics of the doughnut industry. Respondents also give their personal considerations, and
reasons in choosing J. Meanwhile, the strengths of Krispy Kreme are: they came first than J. Summary of
Findings This chapter shows the summary of the information thoroughly gathered and analyzed. Co over
Krispy Kreme and they are as follows: their unique variation and presentation of products, the good quality of
their coffee and doughnuts, their offered products are not too sweet, their place is pleasant and conductive, and
their ambiance is relaxing. The only value-creating activity listed above that does not meet these criteria is the
store network, as it is neither valuable nor rare. See Appendix I. Research Participants The 16 participants for
this study will be the people who have tried both products of J. Research Setting Ron, The participants of the
said interview will be from the J. Selection of the 16 participants and gathering of data will be done within a
span of one week from February February 19, 


